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WIMPS : DIRECT AND INDIRECT DETECTION, STATUSAND PERSPECTIVESGILLES GERBIERDSM/DAPNIA/SPP, CEA/Salay,F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, FraneE-mail: ggerbier�ea.frSupersymmetri remnant partiles are the best motivated andidates to �ll theDark Matter gap, and are atively hunted by a number of ompeting experiments.Status of the urrent performanes of the omplementary diret and indiret WIMPdetetion experiments are given together with the perspetives in the oming years.Reahed sensitivities allow to test for the �rst time SUSY models ompatible withaelerator onstraints. The �rst WIMP andidate reported by the DAMA experi-ment is now exluded by the limits set by the CDMS and EDELWEISS experimentsunless ontrived mixed models are used. Signals from various indiret detetionexperiments are diussed.1. Introdution, motivationsThe ase for non baryoni Dark Matter has beome ompelling over thelast few years. After the satellite WMAP preision measurements of theCosmologial Mirowave Bakground (CMB) 1, the universe density is nowknown to few perent and 
 � 1:02� 0:02. On the other hand, the reentevidene for a non-zero osmologial onstant or some other quintessentialomponent leads to a new model of our universe: a mixture of 2=3 ofsome osmologial repulsive omponent, 1=3 of exoti matter, and only afew perent of ordinary matter: 95% of the universe ontent is unknown.As the baryoni density, 
baryon, is strongly onstrained by primordialnuleosynthesis 2 and osmologial measurements to be � 4:4� 0:2%, thematter omponent is then omposed of nearly 85% of a mostly unobservedand non-interating omponent.Experimental onstraints impose that neutrinos ontribute at most to10% of the missing mass. Then, the majority of Dark Matter is unknown,but however the andidates should ful�ll several onditions : they must bestable on osmologial time sales (otherwise they would have deayed bynow), they must interat very weakly with eletromagneti radiation (oth-1
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2erwise they wouldn't qualify as dark matter), and they must have the rightreli density. Candidates inlude primordial blak holes, axions, and weaklyinterating massive partiles (WIMPs). While reation of large number ofprimordial blak holes is only possible in onstrived osmologial models,axion and WIMPs are good andidates with a wide range of parameters toexplore.Weakly Interating Massive Partiles (WIMPs) are partiularly attra-tive for two reasons : 1) with mass roughly between 10 GeV and a few TeV,and with ross setions of approximately weak strength, they provide a good\old" DM andidate to satisfy the requirements for struture formation inthe Universe, 2) on the partile physis side, the supersymmetri (SUSY)theories provide an ideal andidate, the lightest supersymetri partile :the neutralino, stable and massive. In a large range of allowed parameters,the right reli density is obtained.In the following, we will summarize the important e�ort undertakenby many groups, in both diret and indiret searhes, to test a larger, ifpossible exhaustive, sample of SUSY parameter spae.2. WIMP diret detetionLoally, WIMPs should be gravitationally trapped inside our galaxy andshould have the adequate density pro�le to aount for the loal DM density,measured to be about 0.3 Gev/m3. These two onstraints determine themain features of experimental detetion of WIMPs. With typial veloitiesaround 220 km/s, WIMPs interat with ordinary matter through elastisattering on nulei. Expeted typial nulear reoil energies range from afew keV to a few tens of keV, and interation ross-setions range from afew 10�6 to less than 10�11 piobarn.2.1. Experiments without disriminationThe �rst searhes have been performed with ultra{pure semiondutors in-stalled in pure lead and opper shields in underground environments 3.Combining a priori exellent energy resolutions and very pure detetormaterial, they produed the �rst limits on WIMP searhes and until re-ently had the best performane (Heidelberg-Mosow, IGEX, COSME-II,HDMS) 3. Without positive identi�ation of nulear reoil events, however,these experiments ould only set limits, e.g. exluding sneutrinos as majoromponent of the galati halo. Attempts to use an anti{Compton strat-egy resulted in the dediated Heidelberg Dark Matter Searh (HDMS) 4.
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3However, this tehnique resulted in only a fator two gain at the energiesrelevant for WIMP searhes.Planned experiments using several tens of kgs to a ton of Germanium(many of whih were designed for double{beta deay searh) { GENIUS TF,GEDEON, MAJORANA { are based on passive redution of the externaland internal eletromagneti and neutron bakground by using segmenteddetetors, minimal detetor housing, lose eletronis, and large liquid ni-trogen shields.To make further progress, bakground redution and signal identi�a-tion questions have to be addressed. This has been the fous of many reentinvestigations and improvements.2.2. Experiments with disriminationBakground redution in detetors relies on the relatively small ionisationprodued by nulear reoils due to their low veloity. This indues a redu-tion { quenhing { of the ionisation/sintillation signal for nulear reoilsignal events relative to e or  indued bakgrounds. Energies alibratedwith gamma soures are then alled "eletron equivalent energies" (eee).This e�et is exploited in ryogeni detetors desribed later. In sintilla-tion detetors, it indues in addition a di�erene in deay times of pulsesindued by e= events vs nulear reoils. Due to the limited resolution anddisrimination power of this tehnique at low energies, this e�et allowsonly a statistial rejetion. It has been used in NaI(Tl) (DAMA, NAIAD,Salay NaI), in CsI(Tl)(KIMS), Xe (ZEPLIN) 3. No observation of nulearreoils has been reported by these experiments.There are two experimental signatures of WIMP detetion that wouldprove its astrophysial origin. One is the measurement of the strong dailyforward/bakward asymmetry of the nulear reoil diretion, due to thealternate sweeping of the WIMP loud by the rotating Earth. The seondis the few % annual modulation of the reoil rate due to the Earth speedadding to or subtrating from the speed of the Sun. This tiny e�et anonly be deteted with large masses; nulear reoil identi�ation should alsobe performed, as the muh larger bakground may also be subjet to mod-ulation.The DAMA experiment operating 100 kg of NaI(Tl) in Gran Sasso hasobserved, with a statistial signi�ane of 6.3 �, an annually modulated
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4signal with the expeted phase from an isothermal halo, over a period of7 years with a total exposure of around 100 000 kg�d , in the 2 to 6 keV(eee) energy interval 5. This e�et is attributed to a WIMP signal by theauthors. If interpreted within the standard halo model desribed above, itwould require a WIMP with m� ' 50 GeV and ��p ' 7 � 10�6 pb (entralvalues). This interpretation has however several unadressed impliations.The expeted nulear reoil rate from WIMPs should be of the order of 50% of the total measured rate in the 2-3 keV (eee) bin and 7 % in the 4-6keV (eee) bin. This rather large WIMP signal should be detetable by thepulse shape analysis. Moreover, the remaining, presumably e= induedbakground, would have to rise with energy and the spetrum shape wouldbe marginally onsistent with the expeted resolution; no explanation forthis is given by the authors.The DAMA group has started operating the largest mass NaI detetorfor WIMP searh using a new 250 kg NaI setup, LIBRA.The best urrent limit for a WIMP mass above 60 GeV has been pro-dued in the two last years by Ge ryogenis detetors �rst by EDELWEISSin the deep underground Fr�ejus lab 6 and more reently by CDMS now op-erated in the Soudan mine 7(Fig. 1). They supereded the earlier CDMSresults obtained at the muh shallower Stanford site, with its large osmiray indued neutron ux 8. The simultaneous measurement of the phononsignal and the ionisation signal in suh semiondutor detetors, operatedat few tens of mK, permits event by event disrimination between nulearand eletroni reoils down to 10 keV reoil energy. Assuming onventionalWIMP halo parameters, EDELWEISS and CDMS, at lower WIMP mass,exlude the DAMA signal at more than 99.9 % CL. Varying the parametersof the halo parameters within realisti limits do not allow to reonile bothresults 9 10. The obtained sensitivity of ��p ' 4:10�7 pb for the �rst timetests ross setions that an be aommodated in the MSSM 11. The sensi-tivities of the most signi�ant diret detetion experiments are representedin Fig. 2, showing that a �rst sample of optimisti SUSY models are testedand exluded by the CDMS and EDELWEISS results.Other ryogeni experiments like CRESST and ROSEBUD 3 use thesintillation of CaWO4 as seond variable for bakground disrimination,while CUORECINO will use TeO2 in the purely thermal mode. Reently,the CRESST-II experiment has used two 300 gram CaW04 light-phonondetetors as a test for its full 32-detetor stage. WIMPs an a priori interatwith oxygen, alium or tungsten nulei, but the sintillation quenhing
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Figure 1. Satter diagram of the ionisation eÆieny, normalized to eletron reoils, asa funtion of reoil energy for all events with energy < 100 keV reorded by the CDMSexperiment using three 250 gram Ge detetors 7.(suppresssion) fator, measured relative to an eletron reoil, is � 10 for anoxygen reoil, while it is � 40 or larger for a alium or a tungsten nulearreoil. No events were observed in the expeted tungsten reoil zone, whihallowed to produe an exlusion limit a fator 2 above the last EDELWEISSone.In the oming years, the ryogeni experimental programs of CDMS II,EDELWEISS II, CRESST II, CUORICINO and ROSEBUD 3 hope to in-rease their sensitivity by a fator 100, by operating from few to 40 kg ofdetetors.Liquid and two{phase Xenon detetors are oming rapidly on line.ZEPLIN has been operating 6 kg of liquid Xe in the Boulby laboratory forabout 1 year, by measuring the sintillation light. By using the di�erentsintillation time onstants for nulear and eletron reoils, they announeda sensitivity lose to the EDELWEISS limit. However, this sensitivity ap-
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Figure 2. Experimental sensitivities of the present most sensitive WIMP diret de-tetion experiments 7. The CDMS (full and dotted lines) and EDELWEISS (rosses)results, without bakground subtration, exlude the full 3-� zone of the DAMA sig-nal (heart-shaped region), unless unonventional halos and/or interations are invoked.Yellow and red regions show SUSY models preditions 11.pears subjet to important systemati unertainties, aording to the in-formations delivered in the onferene proeedings 12, and in the abseneof publiations. With only 1.5 photoeletron/keV (eee), and a three{foldoinidene, searhing for the WIMP signal in the 2-10 keV (eee) regionis quite hallenging. On the other hand, the neutron alibration realizedon the ZEPLIN-I detetor itself su�ers from strong weaknesses. When aneutron soure irradiates the detetor, no low-energy nulear reoils aredeteted at energies below 10 keV, while when leaving the detetor at thesurfae with no neutron soure, a population with lower time onstants isasribed to "ambient neutron". From the time onstants of this populationof events is dedued an inreasing disrimination towards lowest energies,
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7a really unexpeted feature as ompared to dediated alibration above 10keV 13 and to other sintillators suh as NaI or CsI. The hypothesis of avanishing disrimination power below 10 keV annot be exluded, whihwould result in a sensitivity a fator 1000 lower than the laimed one.With masses of 7 to 30 kg, ZEPLIN II, III, and then IV aim at sensitiv-ities down to 10�8 pb. XMASS in Japan has reently operated suessfullya 100 kg at the SuperKamiokande site, and have demonstrated that self{shielding is indeed working and allows to reah very low ounting rates inthe very entral part of the detetor. Their goal is to operate in the omingyears a 800 kg total Xe mass with a 100 kg �duial mass.There is also growing interest towards low pressure Time ProjetionChamber, the only onvining tehnique to measure the diretion of nu-lear reoils 14. DRIFT, a 1m3 volume detetor is urrently taking data.The small ative mass of 200 g preludes ompetitive results. The sub{keVenergy threshold gazeous detetor MICROMEGAS is being investigated forWIMP searh 14. Other exoti tehniques inlude the superheated dropletdetetors SIMPLE, PICASSO, ORPHEUS and ultra old pure 3He dete-tor MaHe3 3.Beyond the seond generation of disriminating experiments, in Europe,in the US and in Japan, tonne{sale ryogeni and xenon detetors areonsidered with the CryoArray, EURECA, XENON and XMASS projets.Clearly, the sienti� impat of a positive WIMP detetion will be morerobust if omplementary information is reorded using at least two targetnulei.3. Status and prospets of indiret WIMP searhesWIMPs an annihilate and their anihilation produts be deteted; theseinlude neutrinos, gamma rays, positrons, antiprotons, and antinulei 15.These methods are omplementary to diret detetion, an explore highermasses, di�erent oupling senarii and are sensitive to di�erent regionsof the WIMP veloity distribution. "Smoking guns" signals for indiretdetetion are neutrinos oming from the enter of the Sun or Earth, andmonoenergeti photons from the halo.WIMPs an be slowed down, aptured and trapped in elestial objetslike the Earth or the Sun, thus enhaning their density and their probability
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8of annihilation. This is a soure of muon neutrinos whih an interat in theEarth. Upward going muons an then be deteted in large neutrino tele-sopes suh as MACRO, BAKSAN, SuperKamiokande, Baikal, AMANDA,ANTARES, NESTOR and the future large sensitive area IeCube 15. Thebest upper limits, of ' 3000 muons/km2/year, have been set by MACROand BAKSAN 16. However, at least in the framework of the MSSM, onlythe limits from the Sun are ompetitive with diret WIMP searh limits.ANTARES (IeCube) will inrease this sensitivity respetively by ' one(two) order(s) of magnitude. Figure 3 ompares the sensitivities reahedby the forthoming generation of diret and indiret detetion experiments.

Figure 3. Sensitivities of the present and future indiret searhes using interations ofneutrinos produed in WIMP annihilations in the Sun (after Ref. 17 ) ompared withthe sensitivity obtained by future diret searh (noted SI (spin-independent), regionrepresented by full grey dots). The target sensitivities of the future ICECUBE andANTARES experiments are also presented on the �gure as the two lower urves.WIMP annihilation in the halo an give a ontinuous spetrum of
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9gamma rays and (at one{loop level) also monoenergeti photon ontribu-tions from the  and Z hannels. The size of this signal depends verystrongly on the halo model, but is expeted to be most prominent towardsthe galati enter and from high density lumpped regions of Dark Mat-ter. Existing limits ome from the EGRET satellite below 10 GeV, andfrom the WHIPPLE ground based telesope above 100 GeV 18. However,only the planned spae mission GLAST will be able to provide ompetitiveSUSY sensitivities in both the ontinuous and  line hannels. Also, AirCherenkov Telesopes like MAGIC, VERITAS and HESS should be able totest some SUSY models, at large WIMP mass, for halo models showing asigni�ant WIMP enhanement at the galati enter 15.Di�use ontinuum gammas ould also give a signature due to theirisotropi halo origin. The exess of GeV gamma-rays observed by EGRET18 and attributed to a possible WIMP signal ould however be due to las-sial soures.CANGAROO has also reently observed a point-like 7-sigma exess of-ray in the diretion of the Galati enter. HESS should be able to on-�rm with high statistis the CANGAROO exess.The antiproton signal arises as another WIMP annihilation produt inthe halo. The signal is expeted to be detetable above bakground onlyat very low energies. The BESS balloon{borne experiment indeed observedantiprotons below 1 GeV 19. However, the unertainties in the alulation ofthe expeted signal and bakground energy spetra are too large to reah a�rm onlusion. Preision measurements by the future experiments BESS,AMS2 and PAMELA may allow to disentangle signal and bakground 15.A osmi{ray positron ux exess at around 8 GeV measured by HEAT20 has given rise to numerous alulations and onjetures onerning apossible SUSY interpretation. The need for an ad{ho "boost" of expetedux to math the observed one and the failure to reprodue the energyshape by inluding a omponent from WIMP annihilation are illustrativeof the diÆulty to assign a Dark Matter origin to suh measurements.Last but not least, an antideuteron signal, as potentially observable byAMS2 or PAMELA, ould onstitute a signal for WIMP annihilation in thehalo.An interesting omparison of respetive sensitivities to MSSM parame-
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10ter spae of future diret and various indiret searhes has been performedwith the DARKSUSY tool 21.4. ConlusionsWIMP diret and indiret detetion experiments are reahing sensitivitiesallowing to sample SUSY models ompatible with aelerator onstraints.The �rst WIMP andidate proposed in 2000 by the DAMA experimentappears impossible to reonile with the CDMS and EDELWEISS resultswithout a high degree of �ne-tuning.Over the next few years, a seond generation of disriminating experi-ments, using target mass in the 10{35 kg range, intend to reah the sensi-tivity of 10�8 piobarn, allowing to test a larger fration of realisti SUSYmodels. Diret searhes with a detetor mass of the order of one tonneshould be able to test most of the SUSY parameter spae. Reahing a sensi-tivity of 10�10 piobarn will require outstanding bakground disriminationapabilities, as well as an aurate ontrol of the fast neutron bakground.Indiret detetion experiments, suh as the pioneering AMANDA ex-periment, or the future ICECUBE or ANTARES experiments, being moresensitive to the spin{dependent part of the interation, are omplemen-tary to diret detetion experiments and may help determine the natureof a WIMP andidate. Improvements in sensitivity by WIMP diret andindiret detetion experiments will hopefully allow the detetion of DarkMatter and the identi�ation of its nature.Referenes1. D.N. Spergel et al., Astrophys. J. Suppl. 148 (2003) 175 ; astro-ph/0302209/.2. S. Burles et al., Phys. Rev. D63, 063512 (2001).3. For reent reviews on diret detetion experiment detetors : TAUP2003 onferene site: http://int.phys.washington.edu/taup2003/. Proeed-ings of Identi�ation of Dark Matter. IDM 2000, World Sienti�, ed. N.Spooner and V. Kudryavtsev, (York, UK, 2000). IDM 2002 onferene site:http://www.shef.a.uk/ phys/idm2002.html4. L. Baudis, et al., Phys.Rev. D63, 022001 (2001).5. DAMA ollab. R. Bernabei et al., Phys Lett B 480, 23 (2000), and Riv.N.Cim. 26, 1 (2003).6. EDELWEISS ollab., A. Benoit et al., Phys. Lett. B 545, 43 (2002).7. D. Akerib, et al., CDMS Collaboration, astro-ph/0405033, submitted toPhys. Rev. Lett..8. CDMS ollab., R. Abusaidi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 84, 5699 (2000).9. C.J. Copi and L.M. Krauss, Phys. Rev., 67, 103507 (2003); A. Kurylov andM. Kamionkowski, hep--ph/0307185.
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